“L iberty will ultim ately m ake all
m en rich; it w ill not m ake all
men equally rich. A u th o rity
m ay ( and m ay n o t) m a ke all
m en rich in purses it certainly
will m ake them equally poor in
all that makes life w orth living.”
— B E N JA M IN T U C K E R
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There’s no Honour Among (Political) Thieves
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H S tf made Mr. Khrushchev
} disclose only part of the story
l i e American spy-plane shot down
I lf inside Russian territory, when
■addressed the Supreme Soviet a
|k last Thursday, leaving until
^Saturday the juiciest morsels,
|ch were that the pilot was alive
T that he had spilled the beans?
| it simply, as he put it, to “hear
they [the Americans] would
up?” and “Now they have
locted something, and now we
felling you how matters really
It may well be that the exEation is as simple as that. And
■o, who can deny that Mr.

K ’S JO K E
Khrushchev’s joke was as successful
as the rocket which picked-off the
bogus “weather” aircraft travelling
at over 500 m.p.h. at a height of
some 12 miles? We must confess
to having enjoyed Mr. Khrushchev’s
joke immensely.
Relying on the successful opera
tion of the explosive charge which
ejects the pilot in the event of an
accident and, at the same time,
destroys the plane (and often the
pilot as well), the United States
authorities were lulled into assum
ing that what Mr. K. said on the
Thursday was all he knew. He made
no mention of a pilot (good, he must

Oxford Dons Protest Against
S. African Touring Cricketers
'-six senior members of Oxford
&sity yesterday wrote to protest
the University Cricket Club’s
fcement to play the touring South
T n team this week,
gf letter is an open one to the club’s
tory, and the author is Mr. Peter
[llecturer in politics at Magdalen
e. Among the signatories are ProA. J. Ayer, Wykeham Professor
Dgic; Sir Isaiah Berlin, Chichele Pro| of Social and Political Theory: Sir
rid Le Gros Clark, Dr. Lee’s ProfesAnatomy; Mr. W. Abraham, the
ggajan Fellow of All Souls, and
members of several colleges.
P fb e text of the letter is:
f*In cricket, as in all other sports in
Union of South Africa except table
pennis, only a player of pure white
>~can represent his country in
ISrnational sport. This position has
■en reached not by a decree of the
[Government but by a voluntary decision
fof the South African Cricket Association.
I “We the undersigned teaching mem
bers of the University, therefore deeply
regret that the Oxford University.Cricket
j Club has accepted a fixture with the
South African touring side, a decision
I which can only serve to condone the
practice of racial discrimination in sport,
and to associate the University of Oxford
with it in the public mind.”
Replying to the protest, Dr. A. D.
Buckingham, of Christ Church and
senior treasurer of the O.U.C.C., said:
“Whatever views one may hold on the
question of race relations, I cannot see

A. A . Demonstration
in Stockholm
Stockholm, 28 April.
Whatever happens the South African
Government's apartheid policy mustn't
interfere with sport. The tennis :matches
between South Africa and Sweden
started here to-day.
Twenty minutes before they started the
matches a car drove up in front of the
stadium and aome youths set up a
placard. It showed a white tennis player
with a tennis racket in one hand and a
whip in the other. The caption reads:
"White sport in South Africa". Another
placard showed a map of Africa with
the text: “Freedom" and “Equality”.
The police arrived as usual with their
story about “permission" and removed
the placards and asked the driver of the
car to move on.
This sport drug will take our minds
off the white South African nationalists’
idea of ‘‘Justice". Politics we arc told
should not interfere with amusement,
: diversion and good fun. However, the
Swedish sport organization intend taking
up the question of sport and politics at
the next meeting of the “sport parlia
ment", whatever that may be.
H.

how anything could be gained by the
O.U.C.C. refusing to play against these
pleasant and sportsmanlike visitors. By
playing cricket with them we do not, of
course, mean to imply that we either
approve or disapprove of the policies of
their Government, or even of their
cricket association . . . 1 am hopeful that
the playing of this game . . . may lead
to a better spirit of friendship and
understanding between ourselves and
those in Africa who are confronted with
a terribly difficult problem that we are
lucky enough not to have here.”
The Oxford Anti-Apartheid Com
mittee (formerly the Oxford South Afri
can Boycott Committee) reaffirmed its
intention to picket the entrances to the
ground while the match is on. In a
statement yesterday, the committee—
representing both city organisations and
university members—says the demon
stration will not be against the cricketers
as such, but against the principle of
racial discrimination.
Guardian 10/5/60.

And the Business Hen
Go Marching In
As the Monckton Commission nears
the end of its tour' of Central Africa,
another commission prepares to take to
the road in East Africa. Although al
most completely unpublicised, it may
well have an even greater effect on the
future of British colonial territories in
Africa than will Lord Monckton’s lime
lighted colleagues. It will certainly hnd
a very different reception among Afri
cans.
The commission to be headed by Sir
Jeremy Raisman, deputy chairman of
Lloyd’s Bank, is to inquire into the work
ings of the East African High Commis
sion after its twelve years of existence,
and into the arrangements for a com
mon market area in East Africa and to
recommend any necessary additions or
modifications to the present scheme.
This inquiry is almost as important to
Central Africa as it is to East Africa.
The Monckton Commission has been
snubbed and boycotted by every repre
sentative African organisation in Central
Africa because its function was defined
by Mr. Macmillan as “not to destroy
Federation but to advise us on how the
Federation can best go forward.”
Most leading Africans and a growing
number of whiles consider [hat the
Khodesias and Nyasaland can best go
forward precisely by destroying Federa
tion and linking the three territories
through a new structure similar to the
East Africa High Commission. They
arc all, therefor*, eager to hear an objec
tive verdict on how the High Commis
sion has fared, and they hope that it
will be proved successful enough to
support their argument for repeating the
experiment further south.
Guardian.

have been killed on his way down
or managed to get away, or better
still, did the only thing an American
gentleman could be expected to do
in enemy territory: use the poison
needle which was part of his travel
ling equipment); Mr. K. made no
mention of special instruments or
equipment (which meant that what
had not been destroyed in mid air
had been destroyed by the booby
traps exploding on the ground). He
obviously knew very little about the
matter other than that it was an
American plane, and that it had been
flying over Soviet territory. So, with
a tone of hurt innocence the State
Department published its “explana
tion” of the incident.
“The department has been informed by
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration that, as announced on: May
3, an unarmed plane, a U-2 weather
research plane based at Adana, Turkey,
piloted by a civilian, has been missing
since May 1.
“During the flight of this plane the
pilot reported difficulty with his oxygen
equipment.’’
Of the plane referred to by Mr.
Khrushchev, it said:
“It may be that this was the missing
plane. It is entirely possible that, having
a failure in the oxygen equipment which
could result in the pilot losing conscious
ness, the plane continued on automatic
pilot for a considerable distance and
accidentally violated Soviet air space.”

These dear little U-2s whose mis
sion in the world was to follow the
weather, to photograph the clouds
(A NASA spokesman declared that
they carried cameras for taking pic
tures of cloud cover, and not for
reconnaissance flights), and to study
“gust meteorology” especially near
the Soviet Union, were the innocent
benefactors of mankind, providing
vital information to the airline com
panies along the international routes.
In a word they existed for “peace
ful scientific research”. The note of
indignation in the State DepartW

C o n tinued on p. 3

T hreepence

Commonwealth
Ministers* Q u arrel
'T ’HAT part of the Commonwealth
Conference planned to discuss
“apartheid problems” promised to
be an affair of meaningless talk and
evasions. Even the Malayan Prime
Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, re
puted to be the most outspoken
against South African Government
racial policies, indicated on his
arrival at the beginning of last week
that he would stick to the ‘rules’ and
not press for a formal discussion on
apartheid.
For some inexplicable reason it
was assumed by all, publically at
any rate, that the South African
Minister for External Affairs, would
be more responsive to rational
arguments if these were conducted
informally.
It was apparent from the state
ments given by the South African
Minister, Eric H. Louw, to the press
on May 4th that no amount of polite
disagreement or persuasion by the
other
Commonwealth
members
would shake South African rulers in
their determination to continue with
their racial policies. Among other
things he stated that a discussion
with the South African Prime Min
ister before coming to London had
made it clear that there would be no
chdnge in policies as a result of the
recent riots. All the actions taken
by the police were justified without
regret,, and Mr. Louw . arrogantly
concluded that he had come to the
Conference “neither as an accused,
nor as a penitent, or suppliant”.
From his statement that South
Africa is one of Britain’s best mar
kets, and if necessary South Africa
could buy from other countries, we
can see once again one of the reasons
why Britain refuses to upset the
Nationalists by condemning their
actions, while at the same time
hypocritically defending the con
cepts of equality and freedom for the
Africans.
It was clear from the beginning
of this conference, and indeed before
it started, that neither in fo rm a l nor

form al discussion would persuade

white South Africa that its policies
are both morally unacceptable and
stupid.
From the start it has been tacitly
accepted by all participants that the
“internal policies” of any country,
however unjust and brutal, have
nothing to do with the outside world.
It is easy to see why all the countries
taking part in these discussions, none
entirely guiltless of some form of
repressive action against sections of
their peoples, appeared to concede
this point.
However, one man, enraged by
the South African Minister’s obvious
intransigence, eventually called a
halt to the polite talk on the day set
aside for discussions to strengthen
Commonwealth trading relations.
The Malayan Prime Minister stated
that it is impossible to discuss with
the representative of a country which
has firmly decided that there will be
no change in its policies. Subse
quently he walked out of the “in
formal sessions” at 10 Downing
Street with the intention of inviting,
on his return to Malaya, Asian and
African countries to decide on what
action can be taken against South
A frica..
It is difficult to see what effective
economic action African and Asian
countries can take against South
Africa without active help from
other trading Commonwealth coun
tries, but in a sea of hypocrisy it
makes a change to find one swimmer
going in the opposite direction even
if he drowns as a result.
The Observer (Sun. May 8th) in
welcoming the Malayan Prime Min
ister’s candour, suggested that if
Mr. Louw were able to return “with
out the stigma of Commonwealth
censure” he could claim that his
critics had been persuaded by his
arguments and, therefore, the
Tengku “has already contributed
something to diminishing the Union
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C O N S T R U C T IV E
' I 'HE article by Gaston Leva| A Con" stfuclive libertarian. Movement pub
lished in F reedom for 26/3/60, drew
only one comment from readers, the
letter from Mr. P. IX K. Hill; (30/4/60)
who found it "one of the most thoughtprovoking articles to- appear recently in
F reedom1" but felt that its theme was
"subtly anti-anarchist" because (so he
thought) Leva1 appeared to want •'a set
of rules, formulae, doctrines, to be enun
ciated by 'libertarian’ economists and
sociologists."
But re-reading Leval’s article, 1 must
say that I can find no trace of an
"attempt to lay down such a plan for
posterity” at all. There is not even
anything to suggest that he belongs to
that school of thought which says, “After
the social revolution so-and-so . . . ”
What Leva! is asking for is "construc
tive rather than negative propaganda”
and he says:
"We could take up the study of the
great problems of social undertakings,
and instead of repeating our little criti
cisms, we could propose to our fellow
dtirens a new organisation o f society,
a conception based on a more profound
knowledge of all the economic, human,
psychological and, even, ethnic problems
—a conception based upon the possession
of all the facts concerning agricultural
and industrial production, of knowledge
of national and international relations,
questions of energy’ and raw materials,
transport, economic geography and dis
tribution In short, we must acquire a
training and background which will con
vince those whom we wish to influence
that they are dealing with capable, ser-.
ious and responsible men—not with
simple agitators or dilettantes of revolu
tion.”
He thinks -"we ought to widen and
extend the road shown by Kropotkin”
and that "by taking the essential teach
ings o f our great predecessors and readapting them to our time, we can create
an intellectual movement, a sociological
school that is attuned to the present
evolution of the world.”
Now it seems to me that whatever may
be said in criticism -of Leval’s point of
view, it is not what Mr. Hill says. We
might ask, for instance why Leva! con
siders that the anarchist criticisms of
existing institutions are "little” criticisms,
when surely they are fundamental ones.
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Wc might object to the assumption tb.at
the different aspects of anarchist activity
are necessarily. mutually exclusive. We
might shudder at the vastness of the
programme he outlines in the paragraph
quoted, and wonder where, in this great
university syllabus, there » room ‘or
anarchism itself- But. surely there is
enough truth in his argument tor us to
take him seriously. He is pointing to
one of the great needs of the anarchist
movement today, the need to relate anar
chism to social facts and potentialities.
For want of a better term we can call
the approach he is talking about the
scientific approach, the method of meth
odical rational enquiry. All those anar
chist thinkers of the past who have made
a lasting contribution to anarchist
theory have used, or at least, have sought
to use this method.
YN his recent biography of Patrick
Geddes, the biologist and protagonist
of regional planning, Mr. Philip Mairet
remarks that "A n interesting book could
be written about the scientific origins of
the international anarchist movement,
and if it were, the name of Geddes would
not be absent, for he admired the works
of Rectus and Kropotkin, warmly be
friended them personally and sympath
ised with their social idealism . . . ” This
is a faintly surprising remark, firstly be
cause it is not what people outside the
anarchist movement usually say about it,
and secondly because we seldom think
of anarchism as being rooted in scientific
thought, even though Kropotkin’s Mod
em Science and Anarchism seeks to sug
gest this. In fact many people who
would not accept the claim that Marxism
is "scientific socialism” are nevertheless
influenced by the implication of Engels’
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, that
anarchism by comparison, is mere ob
scurantist utopianism. (For a re-asser
tion of the validity of the ideas of such
anarchist thinkers as Proudhon, Kropot
kin and Landauer against the "tragic
misdevelopment” of Marxism, see Martin
Buber’s Paths to Utopia).
Mr. Mairet was of course thinking of
Kropotkin as a scientific thinker, and of
Elisde Reclus who was the greatest geo
grapher of his day and his brother Elie
Reclus who was one of the pioneers of
I comparative anthropology, but the links
between anarchist thought and the spirit
of scientific enquiry go back much fur
ther. Godwin, the "father of anarch-,
ism” was the most radical o f the English
philosophers of the late eighteenth cen
tury who made a fruitful marriage o f the
rationalist thinkers of -the French En-,
lightenment, Diderot and Condorcet, for
instance, with the English and Scottish
sceptical and utilitarian philosophers.
Bakunin sought from science “the general
conditions necessary to the real emanci
pation of the individuals living in
society" and demanded a social science
based on the exact sciences instead of on
theology, metaphysics and jurisprudence.
The m ost substantial English edition of
his writings (The Political Philosophy o f
Bakunin, ed. Maximoff, Illinois, 1953), is
subtilled "Scientific Anarchism”.

D U T the claim that anarchism, or any
^
other social philosophy, is scientific
in origin, is one which we should hesi

tate to make, although one scientific
research worker of distinction has de
clared that conclusions derived from his
work led him to anarchism, and that if
scientific investigation led him elsewhere,
he would abandon anarchism. 1 find
this unconvincing; we know very little
at present about why people adopt one,
rather than another, political or social
attitude. Nor, on the other hand, can
we hope that if only we knew all that
there was to be known about the social
sciences, they would necessarily lead us
to anarchism. Norm an Birnbaum re
marks in the current issue of Twentieth
Century which is devoted to sociology,
that this subject is so “vast and amor
phous, disjointed and self-contradictory”
that "there is no intellectual foible it
does not contain, no gaucherie of which
some sociologist is incapable, no political
ideology which some version of it cannot
defend.
And it is a little saddening to
learn that Dr. Verwoerd is a former pro
fessor of (of all things) psychology.
But

these

sciences

may

hold

the
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vail* of the Eounciaries Comtnisi- -—
this country ever
anaJ| g g fro R
anarchist po.ru 6f view? A nthrbT
gical studies of
societies seems to show that jw 2T
on an unformulaicd "balance of ooS
theory (see -Tribal Anarchies' aou l !
mony Through Complexity’ i-u-JS
29/U /S8, 6/12/58 and 20/12/5$?
beyond a few references of Kropodja
and some remarks in Leopold g
Breakdown of Nations, has there
any anarchist analysis of the im plic3
of this theory and any effort to ■
it and contrast it to gjg gjg -‘bala/t
power” theory in international pohfl
or to that sophisticated modern thq
that the clash of rival pressure gr3
are an essential and desirable prb<
democracy?
I can think of a dozen mdrej
questions which are of equal con
those anarchists who envisage ,
society” and those who seek liberM
solutions in the day to day life o f |
own society, and because I have yd
meet those anarchists who are willipl
set about doing the necessary worn
answer them, I find Leval’s point o f f
welcome.
Sa
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LETTER TO THE EDITORS

P ro g ressive Ed u catio n
D ear E ditors,
I am provoked by G .’s reply to LL.
to join into the discussion on progressive
education. G . defines horse-sense as
meaning "rough, practical - commonsense”, and contrasts it with "intellectualism”. The question at issue is whether
or not the upbringing of children by
"ordinary parents" is realistic and
commonsensical, i.e. there is nothing
much wrong with it. G. claims that “no
ordinary practical experience of children
will lead parents to make unrealistic de
mands on them”; while the self-regulationists point to the evidence of harmful
practices which are widespread in the
treatment of children by parents.
Anarchism was defined in the special
double issue of F reedom as meaning:
“contrary t o . authority”—a theory of
society in which harmony is obtained not
by submission to law, or by obedience to
authority. I.w onder how many of G.'s
“normal’” parents would bring their
children up according to anarchist prin
ciples, whether they call them that or
not? Only an upbringing which avoids
the usual moralisings, punishments, and
other means by. which the child is
moulded according to the pattern d e c i-,
ded by the parent, can be called an anar
chist upbringing. Such upbringings surely
are not common?
G. himself defined self-regulation,
quite well, as "a natural response to the
child’s' heeds,’ and abstaining from
pointless interference with its activities” ;
and it is precisely such an attitude which
comes to most people, even to Reichians,
with great difficulty; T o argue, as G.
does, that the hum an child "cannot, of
course, regulate itself any more than the
young of any other mammal”, is to miss
the point completely. The point is that
the human child is prevented by most
parents, and by society generally, from
regulating its own life anything like as
much as the young of any other mam
m al” ';'
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answers to some of the questions which
anarchism asks as well as to those wc
ask of anarchism. To be specific: our
ideas postulate workers’ control of indus
try, but industry as everyone tells us is
vastly more complex technically and
organisationally than it was when
anarcho-syndicalist theories were first
formulated. Apart from being a nice
idea, is workers’ control remotely pos
sible in an advanced industrial society?
Recent and forthcoming research in
America and this country on such topics
as ’decision-making and productivity”
and "workshop organisation” though
undertaken for a quite different purpose,
might tell us very valuable things about
this, and so might that mysterious de
velopment called "ergonomics”. Anar
chist theory postulates the “commune”
as the unit of territorial organisation in
“a free society”. But the word as such
is simply the French term for the units
of local administration (the theory origi
nated in France) and apart from the im
plication of a federation based on auto
nomous local units, what more does it
mean? Have there been any anarchist
studies of the organisational problems
of local administration? Have the tra-

T h e a tre

PRODS AND POPE HEADS
CA M THOMPSON, a shipyard worker mediately the shipyards are swept by a
g l of Northern Ireland, has written a mob-hysteria that divides men into either
play, IOver the Bridge", about the men, Prods (Protestants) or Pope Heads
the trade union squabbles and the reli (Catholics). The latter are warned to
gious bigotry o f Ulster. It is now being stay away from work until the trouble
performed at the Princes Theatre, Lon dies down. One Catholic refuses to be
don, after I run in the Provinces. The intimidated, even though threatened by
play is set in the shipyards with a con a sinister mob-leader, who foments vio
vincing foreman’s office and drab scaf lence but is carefully out of the way
folding outside. His characters shuffle when it breaks out. He goes (o' his
on with food-tint, caps and mufflers and bench accompanied by Davy Mitchell
speak with authentic harsh accents. The (Joseph Tonicity) an old and respected
first act drags with a dockside union trade unionist, who will not desert his
meeting to sort out a quarrel between mate. A few moments later off-stage
two men bated on the mutual antipathy nuts and bolts are slung at them. Davy
of Catholic and protesiant. Also the is killed by the infuriated mob and hts
Shop Steward (Cohn Blakely) and a mate severely beaten up.
veteran trade unionist excellently played
The author makes it plain that it could
by J. Q . Devlin, attempt, to decide on equally well have been a ’Prod* victim
the cases of one man who has ’got reli ised by Catholic work-mates. His values
gion* and intends to leave the union and ato those of human decency and work
of another who has worked an excessive ing-class struggle. While placing too
amount of over-ume, even though there much faith perhaps in trade unionism,
are men suit unemployod. These at least which is designed at best to protect
are genuine issues facing men at work, w orfccrs' interests within capitalism, he
not the melodramatic outpourings of does write with fu ll' knowledge of life
sensational film-makers.
as it is lived in Northern Ireland, where
An explosion occurs in a ship, killing men arc more than just statistics in a
a man and the rumour goes round that government report.
it was caused by an I.JLA. bomb. Im
F.T.

It is true that every person has his
fund of "horse sense”—his organ for
truth, Reich would say—lodged deep
within him somewhere. The sad thing
is that most people are m ore or less out
of contact with that. Horse sense is a
much rarer sense than G. realises, pos
sibly because he has fallen into the old
trap of confusing what is "norm al” (i.e.
what most people do) with what is
“natural” (i.e. what is in accordance with
the requisites for growth). It is not only
Reich who has pointed to the fact that
the upbringing which really promotes
growth of personality in the fullest and
widest sense of that term, is a genuine
rarity. We do not need to go to 1
clinical case-histories to find evidence of
that truth; the evidence is ail about-us.
Any school teacher, any health-visitor,
an y social worker, any doctor, could
provide the evidence of the “frequency
of such practices in the general popula
tion” which G. questions. But m ost of
them don’t, because like G. they accept
what is frequent as “norm al” and not
harmful, and share with him the offi
cially promulgated view that unhealth is
the exclusive hall-m ark of the minority
groups—the relatively few children who
are grossly ill-treated, or who become
patently psychotic, or delinquent, or who
attend Child Guidance Clinics. In the
case of most of those with the ’ordinary
practical experience o f children’ who
hold this view, there is some excuse,
since. they are not anarchists. But in
G .'s case, since he terms himself an
anarchist, there is no excuse: w hat he
writes just is not, in this instance, com
patible with anarchist attitudes.

I sympathise with G. in his distrust of
intellectualism and theoretical ideals, but
not in his dismissal of self-regulation, or
of Reich. G. quite rightly attacks the
view that the “elect” who know about
self-regulation produce children who are
necessarily any happier or maturer than
those around them. But such a view
was never encouraged by Reich, only
by some of his less realistic followers.
The belief that health is the perogative
of a majority of self-regulationists is as
much a myth as its opposite—G.’s view
that unhealth is limited to the inmates
of clinics and the occupants of the
analyst’s couch. True, the most har
dened criminal has his little core of
health, sanity and sense, if we dig down
far enough to find it; on the other hand
I doubt whether a fully mature person
exists, or in our society could exist.
Certainly I have never met one.
To hit at Reich and self-regulation
because some of his followers have inter
preted his ideas in a sectarian, even opposiiionalist manner, would be as mis
judged as to condemn Kropotkin because
some anarchists throw bombs. Self-regu
lation is in essence an anarchist idea, and
an anarchist approach, regardless of
whether Reich himself called it that, and
regardless of what becomes of that ap
proach in the hands of those who try
to apply it. If self-regulation is a myth,
as G. claimed, then anarchism is a myth,
and for the same reasons.
G.’s statement that Reich appears to
have been insane for the last years of
his life is as relevant to this discusion as
remarks about Beethoven’s "insanity”
(constantly rumoured during his life, and
no doubt partly true) would be to a com
ment on his late quartets. Why G. has
to drag the much-maligned orgone box

into this discussion I can’t imagine
less it is that he needs a convenient!
ping boy as a means to express
bunking of self-regulation. Ho
the one cannot be used to discro
oth er: G.’s belief that the orgoneI
a bit of junk no more invalidate^
knowledge about self-regulation, widely accepted scientific acclaim ft
orgone box would validate it. B ott
box and self-regulation have to be jg
on their merits, and nothing isgained by confusing the two.
Nottingham, May 3.
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The cynicism that has been a part of
the Chessman case was a little more
blatant than usual—he owed his final
thirty day stay of execution to a fear that
President Eisenhower would receive a
hostile reception in South America if be
were executed. Yet it shows with con
siderable clarity 'that the motive that
prompted his death was one of sheer
vengeance, and that no rational thought
could for one moment sidetrack his
opponents. It should make those of us
who oppose such barbarism realise that
our problems are much more complicated
than some realise.
It is possible that Chessman's death
may, as he had hoped, result in a wave
of revulsion that could help the cause
of the abolitionists, but consciences to
day are easily dulled. Reading Chess-5
man’s books and letters one is struck .
with the clarity of his own views on the
subject, and there can be no doubt that'
he became, under the constant shadow 1
of death, a remarkable and highly intelli
gent thinker. I suspect that he may well -'
become a hero to a section of youth,';
much in the way that James Dean and
Charlie Parker are, but if this should,)
happen there is the danger that his real,
achievements will be overlooked. Chess-J
man’s death shows that the upholders om
capital punishment will never be deterred ■
by humane or rational considerations—
the fight ahead of us is not going to be
an easy one to win.
A lb e rt M c C arthy .

better and admitted that the earlier knowingly trespass on Russian air
story put out was a lie. For millions space the Americans now admit that
of Americans poor old Washington they •have been doing it for a long
was turning in his grave, and the time and will go on doing it, using
fact had to be faced that not only satellites in due course to photo
were the Russians liars but the graph every square inch of Russian
p H 21, No. 20.
May 14, 1960 American government too. when it territory. The Russians, declare the
suited their political interests. (And Americans, have known this all
Victor Zorza was churning out his along. Why do they select this par
piece in the Guardian on Monday ticular occasion to protest? Their
oblivious to the dark inuendos he counter-attack is valid in the sordid
W p. I
had made about the Russians the game of politics. We do not profess
■feanis comm unique is therefore un previous Friday and Saturday).
to know the answer. Maybe as has
derstandable :
been suggested by the political com
mentators, Mr. K. did so to appease
t. >‘Thfc United States is taking this
p a tte r up with the Soviet Govern- 'T ’HE new statement put out by the his critics in Russia who want him
State Department sought to to take a tougher line with the
foent with particular reference to the
justify the spying activities of that Western powers. Or it may be that
Hjite of the pilot.”
innocent weather-plane-that-wasn’t: he thought it would help in increas
The Press commentators lapped whose equipment could photograph ing the rift between the State Depart
the State Department’s statement airfields and other ground installa ment and the Pentagon, and between
tits face value. We were delighted tions in Russian territory as well as America and Britain (where it is
b see that the Guardian's Mr. Vic- the douds; whose instruments could feared that the Pentagon controls
b r Zorza literally hurled himself obtain information on missile and the Administration).
■to Mr. K’s. trap, as was to be ex radar “defences” as well as on gust
But to our minds more important
pected, and interested to note that meteorology. Indeed in a space of
ath the Guardian and Times leader a few hours we learned that “cer than these power political consider
K ite rs trod very warily, refusing to tainly it is no secret that, given the ations which are purely transitory
tallow the American line yet treat- state of the world today, intelligence are the ill-effects which the washing
jig the Russian bant with time- collection activities are practised by of dirty political linen at “summit
ipnoured suspicion. But whereas all countries, and post-war history level” have in general. And this is
gfe Guardian suggested that Mr. K’s. •certainly reveals that the Soviet our only justification for comment
■*ch “reflected little of that pro- Union has not lagged in this field”. ing at any length on Mr. K.’s joke
at the expense of the American
Sring glow at the Summit which And the justification was that
State Department.
He has un"Bend de Gaulle seemed to have
The
necessity
for
such
activities
as
undoubtedly left a bad taste in the
Reeled there” the Times suggested
measures
for
legitimate
national
defence
if anybody had upset the Stim is enhanced by the excessive secrecy mouths of millions of millions of
uli it was the Americans,
practised by the Soviet Union in contrast Americans andi other supporters of
the Western Alliance, but we doubt
faf i; were deliberate, the flight of the to the free world.
whether he has gained many allies.
Ejcricaii research aircraft into Russian
The Observer's Washington cor Every ambitious politician will
|ps on May Day was an act of redd ess
Provocative at any period, the respondent pointed out last Sunday privately consider him a “cad”, for
agnnaissance could not have been that these innocuous weather planes he has let down the profession. As
gjss tuned than in these pre-summit "have been mapping Soviet targets it is, most people intuitively consider
Hjpi It played straight into Mr. Khrush- for many months" (our italics).
politicians as rogues and liars even
hand"
They cruise at S50 miles an hour and if they do nothing to dispense with
Bp the United States waves of rely on their small size and extremely their services.
When the politicians gratuitously
-ral indignation in high places high altitude to escape detection.
They are painted sky-blue, and can provide the evidence on a plate for
Sped to strengthen the State De- glide
for long distances with their engines
nent’s uncompromising state- turned off. They carry accurate photo the whole world to see, they reveal
Sk. Senator Mansfield, the Demo- graphic equipment designed to Survive a their vanity as well as their stupidity
(and not their cupidity as the press
■ric whip, told the Senate “If the crash.
nssians are going to shoot first and
The pilots are a select band of men, has interpreted Mr. K.’impractical
Snpinin later, then indeed the pros- highly trained, extremely brave. They joke). But the public, in allowing
■gts far the coming Summit are generally speak Russian, carry no identi their lives to be-ruled and threatened
fm ". The New York Herald fication and have gold jewellery to buy by such people, are in the circum
ribune advised President Eisen- favours if they are shot down. They stances at least ten times more
also carry a suicide kit.
stupid . . , or guilty !
Jpfver to consider whether it was
The flights are organised by a number
arth while in present circumstances of agencies, some of them civilan, some
To “journey to a Summit meeting. scientific branches of the Government;
lAnd indeed the President himself, as military intelligence officials are involved,
was strolling passed the hull of especially from the Air Force, which
tsure boat on show at an exhi- needs information on potential targets.
6akm in Washington, said to George
As we go to Press, the American T Y /H E N one considers the case of
! fGeorge Meany, president of the State Department defiantly declares
”
Caryl Chessman, patriotic zeal
American Trades Unions—there is that its aerial spying activities over must give way to envious admiration.
E m doubt about it these Presidents
Russian territory which have been How much better they order these matters
are all in the same boat, aren't going on for a long time will con in California! Where else in the world
they?): “T hat reminds me, I am tinue until Russia comes clean and is the great drama o f crime and punish
taking to Khrushchev— i f 1 go—a invites its potential enemies to in ment played with such skill and deter
mination by both sides?
te n M at that has no propeller. .
spect what it has to offer in the way

J i

H r. K ’S JOKE

Caryl Chessman and the Fight
Against Capital Punishment
’■•// the hysteria and mob-wrath that fate, and one was constantly reminded
surrounds the problem can be propitia of the heinous nature of his offence. I
ted only by my death, and if otherwise am sure that he would have stood a
better chance if he had been convicted
they agree that the death penalty should
be abolished, then l earnestly urge the of murder.
members of our legislature to frame their ■ What was revealing in the end is that
bill in such a way as to exclude meP
the opponents of the death penalty often
(From a letter written.by
proved to be those who traditionally
Caryl Chessman, printed in the might have been assumed to support it.
New Statesman of April 30, I960). Although four of the seven justices of
npH E more one dwells on the Chess- the California Supreme Court were the
1 man case the more obvious it be chief culprits In Chessman’s death—
comes that this highly gifted man was they did not even have the need to put
able to see the problem of capital pun aside any previous judgment on the evi
ishment in a much more realistic light dence, but only to advocate clemency so
that the Governor of California could
than either his idolators or opponents.
He perceived that in his own case the repeal the death sentence—there is no
question or otherwise of his guilt had doubt that the indifference, if not hos
become secondary to the fact that his tility to Chessman, of the general public
brilliance in making use of existing laws made their task easier. It is saddening
to read that hundreds of applications
to stave off his execution had aroused the
antagonism of both a section of the were received from people who wanted
judiciary and the general public. The to witness the execution—no doubt all
truth is that Chessman’s very intelli of them good Christians, family men,
and upholders of sexual purity.
gence was against him—if he had been
The barbarity of Chessman’s judicial
a miserable broken figure he might have
possibly become an object of pity, and murder is made more apparent when one
considers that it could not possibly
•pity might in turn have brought forth
achieve any of the objects for which
feelings of mock generosity. The fact
that he so obviously was not a broken apologists maintain that the retention of
man only aroused the hatred of those' the death penalty is necessary. Nobody
people needing a scapegoat or sacrificial could claim that Chessman was any
a danger to society, and given an
victim. The nature of his crime—if in longer
opportunity to use his acquired skills he
deed he was guilty—also ensured that
might have become a very valuable mem
the frustrated could clamour for his legal
ber indeed. It is advanced as an argu
murder under a guise of respectability.
ment in favour of capital punishment
The general sexual frustration of a large
that there are some people so degenerate
section of the ordinary people in our
that there is no hope of changing them.
■society represents a problem that liber
This seems a very dubious proposition,
tarians, and more particularly anarchists,
but again it certainly was not in any
have recognised, but the sickness it en
genders is of a nature that is a serious way applicable to Chessman. In fact, he
impediment to any unprejudiced con- might have been used as an example of
the beneficial results that could follow
sideration being given in many areas
from a prison sentence! Naturally, this
where social progress might be made.
would overlook the fact that he had
taught himself, without much benefit
Late in 1958 I spent some months in
the United States and on a number of from any action by the authorities, but
occasions raised the question of Chess logic is not usually followed by the
apologists for prison sentences. The
man’s case with people with whom I
truth is that Chessman s death made a
came into contact. The more intelligent
mockery of all the pretensions of the
generally felt that he should be reprieved,
advocates of capital punishment, and it
although less on the ground that he had
has
lessons for those of us who wish to
redeemed himself by a development of
latent talents than on the rather nebulous see the end of this obscene ritual.
feeling that if he could survive so long
I recall that an official of a society forhe should be given a ‘sporting’ chance.
the abolition of capital punishment wrote
Others seemed quite indifferent to his to F reedom prior to the last general
election pointing out that it was hopeless
to campaign until a Labour government
came into power. I presume that this is
why nothing is now heard of the move
ment in this country: this, incidentiy,
seems* a very good illustration of the
for rape or kidnapping (or is it both?— futility of attempting social change
no one seems to be quite sure). This is ! through political means. Some of .us
surety evidence of an admirable sense of concerned to see the abolition of capital
punishment now realise that we are faced
proportion. Since capital punishment
with opponents to whom logic or statis
doesn’t deter murderers, how sensible to
tics mean nothing, and that what we are
try it on rapers and kidnappers as well.
in fact up against is a form of mass sick
Then, the time. Admittedly Massa ness, strongly sexual in origin. The
chusetts put up a pretty good show with projections of the sexually frustrated are
Sacdo and Vanzetti; seven years is quite now an important factor in twentieth
some time. The Scots didn’t do badly
century society, and this element will
with Oscar Slater either, but though he
always need victims to propitiate its own
was kept in prison for nineteen years
feelings of guilt and insecurity. It is this
after being sentenced to death some idiot
knowledge that induces a feeling of hope
had reprieved him, and in the end he
lessness in many anarchists today.
was actually set free. But when one
MT Continued oc p. 2
considers that in England it is usually
all over in a few weeks, how magnificent
Chessman's twelve years become!
the press is maintained.
Over the method, however, one must
admit to some reservations. No doubt
Surely we can learn from all this.
the march of science is all very well, and
Public executions were foolishly abol
1 would be the first to agree that it has ished here in 186$; they should be re
done wonders for the art of killing
vived and carried out not perhaps at
people in war, but surely in these more Tyburn—for this would interfere with
intimate affairs there should be more
the traffic unduly—but at Trafalgar
reliance on well-tried methods of long
Square, now the focus of public life.
standing. Even the guillotine is some
Indeed one cannot think of a more fit
thing of a gadget, and as for the electric
ting end to an Alderraaston March than
chair—well, it is a symptom of the sort a public hanging, and royal births and
of antiseptic mechanical things our age
weddings would be all the better for such
is cursed with. It is true that cyanide
diversions during the boring intervals.
gas seems to take thirty seconds to in
As for the supply of victims, this
duce unconsciousness and nine minutes
could be ensured by keeping convicted
to cause death, but it is all very tame.
murderers, rapers, kidnappers and so on
No, hanging is still unsurpassed. Apart
in prison for several years. Another
from anything else, there is always the
point is that one of the chief drawbacks
chance that the m a n \ head will be torn
to the Chessman affair was that he was
right off, or that he will be choked to
probably guilty. Wo already have an
death instead of having his neck broken
unsurpassed reputation for hanging inno
- -and it is just this sort of natural varia cent people—like Mrs. Thompson, Row
tion that makes it ideal.
land, Evans and Bentley—and this would
bo enormously increased if we deliber
On the oiher hand, their genius for
ately chose innocent people rather than
publicity puts the Californians in the
simply doing so by mistake. This
top class. One cannot help feeling that
would keep the people tough and fit in
an opportunity was lost when the ser
these relaxing days of plenty, especially
vices of television were not called in, and
with the abolition of National Service.
a news camera or two would have been
welcome, but even so the presence of
A Royal Command Execution once a
sixty journalists and spectators adds to
year would, I am sure, have tremendous
the scene that sort of grandeur one
appeal and would help to keep Britain
usually associates with royal weddings,
Great. I will draw up a petition at once.
as well as ensuring that the freedom of
A.F.

K X P

of the latest models, in weapons of
human destruction.

'THEN on Saturday last, Mr. K.
having enjoyed his joke private
ly. decided to enjoy it publiclyFtHHEhe read to the Supreme Soviet
the American statement on what I
had happened. Then he launched
his cat among the American stoolpigeons. The pilot of the plane was
alive, his personal trousseau which
Consisted of a varied
of
foreign currency, gold rings, wrist
watches, knives, a revolver and
ammunition as
as the hypoder
mic suicide needle, were inters as
were the “secret0 equipmens carried
in the plane And the pilot "talked"
(Mr. K. of course did not .say how
much “persuading0 I g f e tKAdcd.
though he did go into such profes
sional secrets as (hat Mr. Rowers
had been paid a starting salary of
S2-500 (£%0j a month which is
surely more than a patriot would
accept; and if we accept that Mr.
Powers is a mercenary then we arc
not surprised that he did not risk
being killed by allowing himself to
be “ejected” from his puny., o r that
L he did not use the suicide needle, or
that be may 'well have spilled the
beans without the need of |fii®
| persuasion a fa Russc).

s° from
the wheel has come full circle:1'
denying that they would

First, the crime. When most govern
ments have timidly confined the death
penalty to punishing cages of murder—
l.e. killing someone without being order
ed to do so by a superior officer—or
have sometimes even abolished it alto
gether, the State of California keeps it

YOUR EAST ISSUE OF *FREEDOM*?

JpREEDOM’s postal subscribers
* cannot complain that they are
by reminders when their
subscriptions arc due for renewal.
Ust time we dealt with this
boring task was a year ago! Last
week-end turning our backs on the
hriSlndian summer, royal weddings
ith i our garden calling for love and
labour, we ploughed our way
through ft? mailing lists and sent
out reminders W no less than 600
readers whose subscriptions were
due for renewal. Among these were
about 100 who had received a re
minder a year ago but who have not
yet responded- To those readers wo
have sent a reminder marked
FINAL. And it means that this
issue is the last (hey will receive until
wo hear from them, either enclosing
a subscription covering their neglect
ful past (with a little extra for the
future) or pleading dire poverty but
E
The first reactions of the State expressing their desire to receive
Department to Mr. K's. second in F josEBOM each weekstalment was to describe itself as
Wo do not want to lose readers
“sceptical to say the least". But who are interested but “broke”,; wo
after eleven boors thought, thought have little patience or sympathy with

those who are interested, not
“broke” but who hate parting with
a paltry 19/* per annum for F ree 
dom ; and. have no sympathy at all
for those who are no longer inter
ested but have not the common
decency to request us to stop send
ing the paper when their subscrip
tion expires (they are the ones who
would be the first to protest if we
stopped sending the paper as soon
as their subscription expired!)• The
main purpose of our FINAL warn
ing is to eliminate the latter, and to
provoke the remainder to get in
touch with us even if only to tell us
that they are “broke” but would like
to receive F keedom each week.
As we write these lines, the
FINAL cards have been removed
from our mailing lists (American and
other overseas FINALISTS will be
given one month’s grace to allow for
the time it takes them to receive our
reminders) and nothing will induce
us to return them to the “live” lists
until wo recoivo some signs of life
from those concerned. You have
been warned!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The C ase o f D avid P ra tt
D ear E ditors,
I am sorry to1‘be one of those whom
sheer laziness prevented from writing
about Pratt. I Cannot rake up much
indignation at Pratt o r' .sympathy for
Verwoerd, or for those- who reserve
moral horror for the killing of oppres
sors and mild regrets for the killing of
victims. But to say this (which needs
saying) is not to3:ondone or advocate
political assassination.
T.S. asks whether those who think
Macmillan is leading the country to dis
aster should kill him, and you do not
answer. No doubt one can recall the
Hitler plot of 1944, which few would dis
approve of. But where are we to draw
the line? F or one like myself, who is
not a complete pacifist, the question is

difficult; X had thought modern anarch
ism was pacifist, but if not, then surely
you must face the question too. Perhaps
we can make a start like this: Bloodshed
in South Africa, horrible though it is,
has been small and sporadic (think of
the Stalin purges, the India-Pakistan dis
pute, or modern China). The attempt
on Hitler, whatever its result, could
hardly have added significantly to the
violence already raging.
But in South “Africa* however much
oppression there may be, the deluge has
not come, and may not come; but Pratt’s
action is just the sort of thing-that could
spark it off. You defend him by refer
ence to the right of self-defence; but
Pratt couldn’t possibly have relied on
this. No-one was committing violence
on him personally, and Verwoerd wan’t
personally committing it on anyone. But
if you start extending the right, remem
ber that the pro-H-bomb types do just

the ,,same. I do not wish to be hypo
critical about this; my own first reaction
to Verwoerd’s being shot was ’serve him
right!’ But a considered moral judg
ment need not be the same as an imme
diate emotional reaction. If F reedom is
to depart so far from the image of anar
chism built up in many people’s minds,
you^should surely give us a far more
thorough examination of the problem
than this week’s article, which only
reaches the main topic at all right at
the end, and then agrees that violence
breeds Violence.

FREEDO)

The V alu e of
D em onstrations

D ear S ir,
been busy recording an L.P. of
music to be issued on their own
Once again I see that F reedom has
"Music AA”, Josh White heading
successfully set out to alienate some of
list of singers. The African familial
its newer readers. This time by a cheap
who receive aid as a result of these a'ctjJ
jibe against people who demonstrated
vities, I feel, will not b* contemptuous
outside South Africa House in the week
as the writer of your leading articlcl
following the Sharpeville massacre. Had
If
All over the country hundreds of a c t i a S
there been no protest F reedom would
A
ist groups are springing up and 1 invite!
presumably, -and quite rightly, have
the nameless writer of your leading!
attacked the incredible apathy that could
let such crimes happen without a mur article, when he has finished UpseuW
I hope the laziness of readers like my m ur of objection. But there was a pro the new readers that F reedom has -wq3
recently, to come out from behind h3
self won’t make you think we should not test and a large and prolonged one at
anonymous columns and do something
be interested in a thorough discussion of that, which F reedom loftily dismisses as
himself.
the whole problem of when, if ever, an "Pacifists, New Leftists, Communists and
We know we can’t have a free socisjj
anarchist or sympathiser can approve of Socialists (no anarchists I notice) making
L*
tomorrow, we know that our efforts m aj
a mild nuisance of themselves, as far as
violent action.
It
result in Black , Fascism replacing
the British authorities were concerned."
Fraternally yours,
White Fascism, we don’t think that
Birmingham, May 3.
A. R. L acey.
(Just for the record there were also
wk
struggle for freedom in Africa will end
anarchists, conservatives, and people so
(More letters next week)
apolitical they wouldn’t even buy F ree with the establishment of a Pan A frica
Republic, but we do feel that we should
dom).
do anything and everything to help th o s
T HAVE read with interest the articles
Yet in fact the demonstration was of
living under Verwoerd’s tyranny to d ajS
by G. and letter from IX ., and would
far greater significance than the armchair
Incidentally, I went along to Sottj
think it a pity to obscure the issue by D ear EDrroR,
And what of the last two paragraphs?
anarchist who wrote the rather silly state
Africa House to make an individual prg
argument as to whether the term ‘HorseDavid Pratt is a rick man, and has Are you saying that Pratt was acting in ment quoted above seems to realise.
Ha
test, that I as an anarchist felt should ;4
Sense’ applies to an upbringing based on
been institutionalised for psychiatric self-defence, or that Verwoerd should In the first place a considerable amount
made, as loudly and as often as posstbfl
H
■Self-Regulation’ or conventional trainhave
exercised
his
right
of
self-defence
of
money
was
collected
from
sympathetic
treatm ent-several times. Y our heroI found a lot of people sympathetic^
• 'Sfijg.
more
effectively?
Was
this
irrelevance
passers-by,
money
which
was
desperately
worship is based on ignorance (1). On
our ideas. How many of them have nc3
The fact remains that we 'are not
11th April he appeared in Johannesberg an effort to start an argument with your needed by the dependants and relatives
been lost because of last week’s snivjS
‘natural’ beings, we do use our intellects
pacifist
readers?
If
so,
you
will
delight
of
those
killed,
wounded,
or
imprisoned,
court, and this was reported in South
ling attack 1 do not know. To me ana?
(which unfortunately are rarely rational),
us
pacifists,
but
probably
more
the
non
and
who
have
no
means
of
help
apart
African papers. He therefore no longer
chism m eans. responsibility not the sag
and the majority of people while loving
pacifists
who
have
heard
it
all
before.®
from
what
we
choose
to
send
them.
is being held under the emergency
of indiscriminate needling that
their children and wishing to do the best regulations.®
.A s one of those who did not protest
Again, apart from the m inor point that
shown in last week’s article (the sc
for them, yet do impose a system of
the first article on David Pratt, please the demonstration helped to show the
sensationalism F reedom always
I agree that his action should not be accept my apology. I had assumed it depth of revulsion that we felt, to the
training which involves the sort o f ex
demns in the capitalist press) done!
ignored,
but
both
F
reedom
and
Peace
was
contributed
by
a
doddering
old
anar
cesses mentioned by LL.
authorities in South .A frica House, the
provoke reader reaction. Any Sot®
News
often
“ignore”items
of
interest
chist who had failed to keep up with the demonstrations were widely reported
Adm ittedly' ‘Self-Regulation’ can also
African fighting against apartheid
when they are well covered by the regu times, but nonetheless was remembering abroad and did a great deal to compen
lead to excesses, but the basic approach
tell those of you who are in doubt, th^
lar press, and there is some justification F reedom in his. will. I now see that sate for the British attitude in the
(one with which both G. and I.L. would
any action, any demonstration, -is va]J
for it from a space point o f view. Cer some anarchists—as well as some paci Security Council.
seem to agree), to bring up a child with
able.
tainly i t is neither cowardly nor dis- fists—seriously think they can lead our
the minimum o f dots and dont’s and
But the most important aspect of the
As for myself, I am an anarchist:
dishonest. Peace News, heaven knows, is movements backwards.
the maximum of love and respect for
demonstrations in the week following
cause I believe in bettering the humaj
vulnerable enough to attack without your
Sts individuality (to me the natural and
Sincerely,
Sharpeville has been expressed by Ronald
condition (yes, my own included), nq
common-sense way), is one which pro-' having to invent anything.®
Segal, Tennyson Makiwane, and numer
because I want to sit back and say3
duces the happiest and best-balanced
ous ' white South Africans who joined
the wounded, the dying and the sta rv in g
children.
us in picketing. “You have no idea,”
in Africa, in Korea, and Turkey, "W h j
they said, “how heartening this is to
I think I can claim g r wide experience
EDITOR’S FOOTNOTES
can you expect, you’ve a governm ent
those of us who are trying to fight
o f children, partly among m y numerous
It’s true we won’t get a free society- b j
apartheid from within the Union. De
and varied friends and relations,- partly
demonstrations in Trafalgar Square-i
Arlo Tatum ’s letter f-'iri. one of the ed” from voting. The Fleet Street press monstrations in Britain have a value out
from working as a mother’s help and as
but we won’t get one by ignoring hum s
shortest "protest” letters we have recei hailed this as a step forward, the “radi of all proportion to their size, their effect
a kindergarten teacher. G. infers that the
suffering either.
J. M. P ilgrim!
‘Self-Regulatory’ addicts axe making a- ved, yet apart from the last paragraph c a ls ^ roundly condemned it!) If Mr. in the U nion is without any doubt much
which is too childish to be taken ser- Tatum will look up Peace News for April greater than any of you in this country
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